Cochlear implants to treat deafness caused by vestibular schwannomas.
Rehabilitation of hearing is complicated in patients with profound bilateral hearing loss in the presence of sporadic vestibular schwannoma (VS) or neurofibromatosis 2 (NF2), especially if the tumor does not need to be removed. We present the outcome of patients who have had a cochlear implant in the tumor affected ear without removal of the primary tumor. This is a retrospective multicentre study investigating outcomes of cochlear implantation in profoundly deaf patients with vestibular schwannoma in the implanted ear. Out of 11 implanted patients, 5 required no treatment for their tumor, whereas 6 had previously undergone radiotherapy. Nine patients experienced NF2, and 2 had unilateral VS in the only hearing ear. Postoperative hearing was assessed with open and closed set speech discrimination, including City University of New York (CUNY) in noise and Bamford, Kowal and Bench (BKB) sentence scores. Patients with untreated lesions experienced marked improvement in their BKB and CUNY scores in the implanted ear and were daily cochlear implant users. The improvement was less consistent in the patients who had radiotherapy where only 1 patient attained open set speech discrimination. Patients with unilateral VS (sporadic or those affected with NF2) whose tumor status was stable, benefited from cochlear implantation in their tumor-affected ear. Patients who had radiotherapy also benefited from CI, but their outcomes were variable.